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Abstract: Many enterprises are reflected on strategies and tools that facilitate 
the knowledge sharing and exploiting the collective intelligence among their 
actors. Economic intelligence actors collaborate to solve a decisional problem, 
they use significant mental effort, and so they share a common knowledge that 
can indicate to other actors directions to follow or avoid. Indeed, whenever an 
actor explores knowledge or a relevant document, it enriches the collective 
knowledge of the memory via annotations. To ensure this collaboration in 
solving a decisional problem among actors in a context of economic 
intelligence, in this article we propose a conceptual model using ontologies to 
represent collaborative semantic annotations between economic intelligence 
actors in order to capitalise on and reuse the knowledge shared in a collective 
memory. 
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1 Introduction 

The need for strategic tools is becoming increasingly important because knowledge 
handled, the information needs and information is often exchanged in electronic format 
(internet, intranet, newspapers, note synthesis, mail, letter, database, report, articles, 
theses, laws and decrees). Knowledge and/or relevant information are a critical resource 
for an enterprise, economic intelligence (EI) actors. According to Li et al. (2010), every 
enterprise has data, information or knowledge, special knowledge play an important role 
in decision making process, there are many information sources, and the web has also 
become a common and huge information source. According to Oliveira et al. (2004), the 
internet is becoming the basic infrastructure for communication among people and 
companies. Its main services (web and e-mail system) offer a large and growing text 
collection containing a huge volume of useful information. According to Deng and Luo 
(2007) the new applications of Web 2.0 (Blog, Wiki, SNS, and RSS) provide new 
opportunities and channels which make the gathering of information a very important 
task in the strategic management and decision-making in enterprises. 

The transformations generated by the knowledge economy, the changing 
environment, the complexities of decisional problems and failure in finding relevant 
information in the mass data, today management of collective intelligence is an important 
focus in the enterprise that requires a strategy for managing collective mental effort 
(memorising, re-use). These mental efforts are generally the time spent for interpretation 
of tacit knowledge or seeking of informational needs during the reading of a document 
for the decision making. 

In our work, we consider that document management and content management 
become important for the EI actors, because it handles a large number of activities on the 
documents while working. The annotation is a current activity made by the EI actors on 
their documents. 

In this paper, we propose a collective memory to the EI actors. This memory is built 
using the documents and the annotations used by the actors to annotate these documents. 
These annotations often specify specific activities that EI actors want to do on these 
documents. In this work, we first begin by explaining concepts related to EI and the need 
for a collective memory for the actors. We describe later the communication ontology [its 
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design process (Noy et al., 2001) and the resulted ontology]. Finally, we present the tool 
which is used by the EI actors to build its collective memory. 

2 Economic intelligence 

Information and knowledge has become an important resource for decision making 
process or solving decisional problems. The main purpose of EI is to help people to solve 
decisional problems or to find relevant information for decision making. Several tools are 
available as data mining, web mining, text mining, annotation tools, web service, data 
warehouse, decision support system (DSS) or smart decision support system (IDSS). 

In Said and Bretones (2009), EI shows a major focus on explicit knowledge, these EI 
processes encompass various fields ranging from information search to knowledge 
analysis and interpretation. It also covers information sharing, collaborative work. EI 
aims to increase the organisation’s absorptive capacity and innovation systems, decision 
making and understanding. In addition to that (Thiery and David, 2002) EI is a process 
that embodies decision making. Decision marking can be regarded as an outcome of 
mental processes (cognitive process) leading to the selection of an action course among 
several alternatives. According to Li et al. (2010), decision making process or problem 
solving begin with defining the problem. All problems can be expressed as information, 
and there must exist knowledge which helps to solve the problem. According to Thiery 
and David (2002), and Olusoji et al. (2010), EI process is made up of the following 
stages: 

1 identification of decisional problems 

2 transformation of decisional problem into information search problem 

3 identification of relevant information sources. 

4 collection of relevant information. 

5 processing the collected information for the extract of indicators for the decision 

6 interpretation of indicators. 

7 decision making. 

All the EI phases involve actors who collaborate to produce actionable knowledge for 
decision making purpose; it implies that EI process requires high level of collaboration 
among its actors to find relevant information for solving decisional problems 
(Odumuyiwa and David, 2008). According to Philippe (2009), EI is an informational 
process used in order to solve decisional problem or making decision. According to 
Philippe (2009), EI approach is a means of resolving decision problems based on 
information gathering and the interpretation given by the EI actors on the extracted 
information from available heterogeneous sources, when various actors work together in 
a collaborative environment, they need to coordinate their interactions. Managing 
interactions, among collaborating EI actors, is an important element to provide effective 
knowledge production and sharing. 
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There are two major EI actors involved in the process (Thiery and David, 2002; 
Olusoji et al., 2010): 

Decision maker who must formulate an exact description of the decision-problem; 
watcher (person whose function is to obtain relevant problem associated with the decision 
problem at hand) who must locate, supervise; validate and emphasise the strategic 
information needed for solving the problem. 

To solve the problem of communicational flow among EI actors Philippe (2009) 
proposed three actions to trace, annotate and memorise to establish the collaboration 
confidence of the watcher and the decision maker (i.e., EI actors), and other authors 
(Odumuyiwa and David, 2008) proposed a communication model for knowledge sharing 
in collaborative information retrieval among EI actors. Olusoji et al. (2010) proposed a 
model for managing interactions among collaborating EI actors for dynamic knowledge 
capitalisation using annotation. 

The objective of this paper is to capture the interactions between the EI actors during 
decisional problem solving (interaction, communication, collaboration and coordination) 
through the use of semantic annotations in order to create a collective memory which 
facilitates the exchange of knowledge and saves these annotations in order to re-use them 
to make decision. This is illustrated in Figure 1. 

Figure 1 Collaboration between economic intelligence actors to solve a decisional problem  
(see online version for colours) 

 

3 Modelling interaction meaning 

Collaborative problem solving process requires a structure of communication between the 
EI actors. In this context, we model interaction meaning (see Figure 2) on the document 
by semantic annotation. Interaction meaning is the text annotated on the document linked 
to a concept of communication ontology for represent semantic annotation. 
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Figure 2 Modelling interaction meaning (see online version for colours) 

 

4 Collective memory 

In Dixon et al. (1997), collaborative problem solving occurs in situations in which two or 
more individuals cooperate in appraising, representing, and solving a variety of cognitive 
tasks. Ardakani and Oloonabadi (2011) define a collective memory which represents a 
series of events collectively remembered by a group of people who share it and involve 
themselves in shaping it. This is an element that can be used as a driver to achieve these 
objectives. In David et al. (2005), the collective memory concept can also be specialised 
to a group level and used to support work groups engaged in repetitive decision-making 
activities, the advantages of capturing collective memory are many, including 
simplification of the process, codification of decision strategies, carryover of knowledge 
when group composition changes, etc. According to Paul et al. (2004), the use of 
collective memory information provides the study participants focused attention on the 
cognitive-conflict task domain and leads to faster decision-making. In the work of 
Cabanac et al. (2007), the authors proposed expertise memory. That is why they 
introduced the ‘decisional annotation’ concept to allow analysts to annotate tables of 
multidimensional databases, to share comments between coworkers, and to foster opinion 
exchange within discussion threads. Moreover, the resulting annotations and discussions 
are stored in a shared expertise memory in order to keep a record of the decision making 
process. 

In this work, the collective memory has a significant importance for EI actors; they 
need to be assisted by computer tools ‘collective memory’ to better manage their 
collective knowledge, reflection, collect the mental effort spent for information or result 
interpretation. 
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The need for EI tool is becoming increasingly important with the emergence of 
information exchange in digital form and collaborative for solve the complexity of 
decisional problem. The advantages of this collective memory are: 

To memorise the knowledge generated by the interactions around solving decisional 
problem, to memorise and to re-use the efforts mental of group decision makers and to 
make the global comprehension of decisional problem and its strategy to solve. 

5 Ontology-based model for annotation semantics 

The annotation is a mental effort applied to a document in the reading activity during the 
research and analysis  information, the reasons from which the annotations made are the 
interpretation of information, to memorise knowledge, traceability. According to 
Boudebza et al. (2013), annotation represents the externalised knowledge which reflects 
personal knowledge and experiences of the annotator. According to Philippe (2009), the 
annotation represents the vector of the reusability of the informational elements of the 
watcher, Barber et al. (2005) intend to reduce document reading time by the collective 
annotation, in the work of Cabanac et al. (2007) collective annotation is used to allow 
discussing and debating on the other hand the annotation proposed in the work of 
Azouaou and Desmoulins (2006) aims to memorise, to re-use and share knowledge. 

The purpose of this paper is to model the activity made on the document by the 
economic intelligence actors in the phase of problem-solving in an ontology model in 
order to use it to annotate. Ontology can be useful for representing the concepts and their 
instances. In our ontology these concepts are activities made on the document. According 
to Moscato et al. (2009), ontology-based annotation is one of the leading trends in the 
creation of metadata. It uses ontologies as vocabularies. In Macario and Medeiros (2009), 
proposed a framework that tackles interoperability problems via semantic annotations, 
which are based on multiple ontologies in order to efficient information retrieval for 
planning and decision-making in domain of geospatial data for agriculture. Azouaou and 
Desmoulins (2006) proposed a model of semantic annotations suitable for teachers by 
using ontologies to represent teachers’ annotations. The model is well adapted to 
teachers’ activities with regard to both their pedagogical and domain expertise. Wahiba 
and Nouha (2011) presented an approach based on semantic annotation of resumes for  
e-recruitment process can be useful for many human resource applications: retrieval, 
classification, extraction of element dependencies, analysis of relationships between 
elements, etc. Perez-Gallardo et al. (2013) proposed recommender systems to implement 
collective intelligence, which capitalises the knowledge of human collectives. The 
recommendations are intended to provide interesting elements to users. Recommender 
systems are used collectively tagged by the users’ community with a semantic sense. And 
in the work of Boudebza et al. (2013) proposed approach is based contextual semantic 
annotation model, for improving knowledge reusability within online communities of 
practice of e-learning (CoPEs). 
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6 Construction of communication ontology 

EI actors use a specific shared community language to annotate. This language is a set of 
common annotation objectives for solving these problems. The annotation’s objective is 
considered as a central point among EI actors, because it defines the semantics of the 
annotation. 

The EI actors collaborate to solve a decisional problem. Thus, they share a common 
knowledge which makes it possible to indicate, to other actors, directions to be followed 
or to avoid. In order to take into account the semantic annotations of the relations in 
documents which express the reasons why actors communicate author of a decisional 
problem (proposal, clarification, dependent between knowledge, traced knowledge…), 
who are identified automatically by an engine of annotation. 

In addition, in this article we use protégé tool to conduct the communication 
ontology. There are several methods for the development of ontology. To design the 
communication ontology, we follow the iterative method, for the development of 
ontology, proposed by Noy et al. (2001). 

The field and scope of the ontology: we begin the development of the ontology by 
defining its domain and its scope using these questions: what is the area that will cover 
the ontology? The domain ontology is the different activities that are performed by EI 
actors on the documents. What are the goals of development of the ontology? The 
ontology is designed in order to formalise and clarify the semantics of annotations 
produced by economic intelligence actors on the documents. 

Reusing existing ontology: We can reuse all or some of these ontologies after they 
suit our needs. Azouaou and Desmoulins (2006) proposes a formalisation of the teacher’s 
annotation objectives. These objectives are not adapted to the context of EI. We adapted 
some concepts in our ontology. Baker (2009) proposed concepts to facilitate the 
communication structure for example (explanation, proposal, etc.). Identification and 
structuring of the ontology concepts: To identify the main concepts of the ontology. We 
analysed the process of communication and the various objectives of an annotation 
between actors in EI context at the time collaboration to solve a problem. 

Basic concepts are used by the EI actors as a way to organise the explanation 
interactional and to facilitate communicational flows to solve decisional problem in a 
collaborative context. In addition, and how linked enters various knowledge found the 
mass significant of the web documents, how exploiting and memorising of the individual 
efforts mental and collective (cognitive process of the actors) used in the course of the 
solving decisional problem for the decision-making. These concepts are structured using 
a shared ontology we detail below. 

Actors, for example, can bind between several knowledge (passages annotated) which 
they find in different documents or the same document, to consign another actor to 
consult a document, a reference or a significant annotated passage, binds between two 
similar or contradictory proposals, binds a concept ambiguous by one or more knowledge 
to explain it, etc. These concepts give the direction for which the EI actors solve a 
decisional problem and monitor dynamically changing information which is needed as 
soon as its formalism until a its solving and thus all the interactions carried out by the 
actors. Once annotated with these activities categories, the documents are then indexed 
and become easily retrieved and searched by the actors. 

We have organised and structure these activities interaction in the following ontology 
‘Communication ontology’ as shows in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3 Concepts of communication ontology are developed using protégé editor  
(see online version for colours) 

 

Some instances of communication ontology concepts are added automatically in the base 
of annotation. For example, the concept ‘Creation date annotation’ is Creation date of 
annotation and the ‘annotator’ concept is personal information about the annotator 
(actors). 

7 Illustration of the use of the collective memory 

We illustrate below the use of collective memory application following two examples 
where actors annotated their documents using mental activities on document taken from 
the communication ontology. We chose two concepts for illustration, the concept of ‘link 
between two annotated passages’ and the concept of ‘Contradictory meaning’. 

We represent the passage annotated by Ai, the document read by Di, the creation date 
of the annotation by Ti, concepts by Ci and actors or annotators by USERi. 

Example 1: being a research information need to understand a concept in an ambiguous 
decision problem. The USER1 after collecting documents and during the reading, he 
found three passages annotated to explain the concept ambiguous. To memorise these 
three passages (the contents of the texts found in the documents) immediately, he uses the 
annotation as follow: 
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• One moment T1 the concept C1 bound by the passage annotated A1 that it found in 
the D1 document. 

• One T2 moment the concept (C1) bound by a second passage annotated A2 that it 
found in the same D1 document. 

• One moment T3 the C1 concept bound by a third passage annotated A3 that it found 
in the document D2, etc. 

• The annotated passages A1, A2 and A3 are bound by the concept of ontology bound 
between two annotated passages. 

Example 2: A second USER2 read the annotations which make by USER1 and after an 
analysis (mental effort), it found that A1 and A2, two passages annotated, are in 
contradiction with the explanation of ambiguous C1, it bound these two passages by the 
concept of ontology ‘Contradictory meaning’ in the moment T4, so it is memorised them 
and the USER1 is informed. 

The uses of the concepts of annotations syntheses are very significant to create a new 
knowledge or to make a decision. 

8 Collective memory architecture using semantic web technologies 

Collective memory architecture is based on the Web 2.0 concepts. Is to exploit the Web 
2.0 concept on collaborative to solve problem decisional through annotation. Global 
architecture is divided into two parts: the client and the server side (see Figure 4). 

• Client side: The user interface is a web browser. It is developed using a JavaScript 
and document object model (DOM). 

• Server side: The application in the server part are developed using the PHP, XML, 
AJAX technology and are deployed in EasyPHP server. 

The annotations are stored in the XML (Extensible Markup Language) format (see  
Figure 7), which is a semantic web language. Ontologies are represented in OWL DL 
(see Figure 5) language for automatic processing of the document annotation and 
Reasoner with using Pellet OWL, SPARQL query can be used to query an OWL model 
to filter out annotations with specific characteristics. We use jQuery is a JavaScript 
library that focuses on the interaction between JavaScript (including Ajax) and HTML, to 
simplify common commands for JavaScript. And DOM technology is a W3C standard to 
access and modify the style and structure of the document for annotation. The 
XMLHttpRequest object to perform queries on the server. We use Asynchronous 
JavaScript and XML (AJAX) for communication between the server and the client. 
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Figure 4 Collective memory architecture (see online version for colours) 

 

Figure 5 Part of communication ontology using language OWL (see online version for colours) 

 

The following scenario (see Figure 6) explains the interaction between the user and the 
collective memory tool at the creation of a new annotation. 
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• the user selects passages of a text in the document 

• then, the user chooses the colour of the annotation 

• the browser propose new window, where the user choose the objective of the 
annotation that represents in ontology (see Figure 3), for example, ‘Link between 
ideas’ 

• the user saves the annotation. 

These annotations save in server with XML format (see Figure 7). XML format contains 
three important tags, annotation colour in tag <colr>, annotated text in tag <val>, 
annotation objective from ontology in tag <titre>. 

Figure 6 Example of scenario for explain using communication ontology for semantic annotation 
(see online version for colours) 

 

Figure 7 XML format for save annotations (see online version for colours) 

 

9 Implementation 

The collective memory tool has been developed using the semantic web technologies and 
it allows the actors to make semantic annotation on their documents. The following 
Figure 8 represents the global interface of our tool used by EI actors to handle their 
documents, annotated them according to the concepts chosen from the ontology in the 
part 2, share the decisional problem in the part1 and the opening of the documents in  
part 3. For example, the decision maker shares the decisional problem “the decision 
maker want to know the influence of the stud on the mechanical behaviour of structure” 
in the part1 and an actor of EI bounds two passages annotated after a reading and an 
analysis by the objective of annotation chosen from the ontology and yellow colour 
‘Contradictory meaning’, these two passages annotated are shared by another actor which 
wants to understand a concept ambiguous in the decisional problem ‘Stud’ annotated by 
the red colour. 
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Figure 8 Collective memory interface (see online version for colours) 

 

10 Semantic search 

In collective memory tool, the actors can use the semantic search, which exploits the 
ontologies used to describe the annotations. 

For example, the actor can select in the ontology the concept ‘Contradictory meaning’ 
(see Figure 9), then collective memory tool displays the annotations that have the 
objective attribute = ‘Contradictory meaning’. 

Another example: 

Figure 9 Semantic search based on ontology interface (see online version for colours) 
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Actors during their information search and analysis document to solve a problem they 
need to link between two or more knowledge found in a document or in different 
documents. When the actor wants to display all the knowledge memorising during the 
search, the actors select in the ontology the concept ‘Link between two knowledge’ (see 
Figure 10), then collective memory tool displays the annotations that have the objective 
attribute = ‘Link between two knowledge’. 

Figure 10 Example of semantic search for all the knowledge memorising during the search  
(see online version for colours) 

 

11 Conclusions 

In this paper, we proposed a collective memory based on model semantic annotation for 
EI context. We used the interactions between EI actors in the form of annotation semantic 
in order to collect them and memorise them in a collective memory. In particular, our tool 
aims to facilitate the communication, the sharing of the comprehension of problem 
decisional, exploiting the collective intelligence between EI actors for collaborative 
problem solving. 

We model this shared language using ontologies. We propose then an ontology-based 
annotation model. This model enables EI actors to describe their annotation’s objectives 
using the two levels of semantics (domain and communication). Using this model, EI 
actors can communicate, memorise, re-use and retrieve their annotations easily guided by 
the ontologies. In the future, we will try to improve the tool annotation system with other 
concepts used in the EI context, and to validate our proposition by testing it with large 
domains. 
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